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Faked Marks and Faked Commemorative 

Plates etc 

Richard Neate – a reassessment  - from 

information made available to this website in the 

middle of 2011. 

Much of the research herein has been by Christine Ellis of Sydney Australia. 

 

RICHARD HENRY NEATE 

Firstly -A quick summary with detail following –  

QUICK SUMMARY – BORN 1880…GAS CLERK…TWICE IN THE 

ARMY…SETS UP SHOP TO TRADE PEWTER IN 1918. – NO SIGN OF 

WORK AFTER 1939 – SAID TO RETIRE IN IN 1944 – DEAD IN 1953 

Detail - 

born 1880  

Father a collector of Gas Rates - himself a Gas Clerk 

BOER WAR from Feb 1900 to May 1901 - discharged at his own request  

 

So without a photograph we have it, at age 20, – short to average for the times, mousey, not 

heavy perhaps even light weight, likely active as a child. 

He married in 1907 (age 27)    wife died in 1932  

1911 Gas Clerk (age 31) at 56 Camden Square 

1914-1918 demobbed as Sergeant due to ill-health (age 38) 
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1921  living at 133 Albany Street  also gives 56 Camden Square address - seems to imply he is in 

business sometime after 1918 - but any potential buyers can go to his home. 

Known to be selling wrong pieces in the 1920 s and 1930s - most famous customer old pewter 

collector Antonio de Navarro, wealthy, Papal Privy Chamberlain of the Sword and Cape - and also the 

popular architect & collector Alfred B Yeates - (and likely whomsoever else was influential, and well 

known). 

1922 - on the phone at 92 Albany Street (age 42) 

1936 - 1939 on the phone at 109 Albany Street (age 56 +) 

1936 - Advertises knitting wool for sale - (perhaps for the divorcee next door) 

Not known what he did in business 1939 - 1944 - no phone, no traceable advertising 

1942 remarries (age 62 – divorcee with the knitting wool who lived next door) 

1944 retires (age 64) - first recorded adverts for Richard Mundey (coincidence) 

1953 dies (age 73) - had a sister who lived to age 112(died 1981)  and another to 101. 

Left not a lot of money – no sign that he lived over well. He may have lived on his savings from 1939-

1953? 

No evidence of export business other than the usual adverts to draw overseas visitors to his shop 

(British Colonial and American buyers). 

 

Born a protestant, enlisted as a protestant (twice), married a protestant, married in a civil ceremony 

the second time, buried with protestant fore-bearers and first protestant wife. Never a catholic - 

despite claims to the contrary, in letters to his best customer Navarro (Papal Envoy) - Navarro kept 

incoming letters but very wisely perhaps - no copies of his own. (ANY SURPRISE THAT NEATES BEST 

CUSTOMER THOUGHT OF HIM AS A LIKELY FELLOW CATHOLIC OR CONVERT). 

What is he especially known for? -  

To Navarro, the British Museum, The Victoria & Albert Museum, Sir William Burrell and others  HE 

SELLS at the very least – 

Several large Engraved dishes, (COMMEMORATIVE DISHes) 

Several Rose Water Dishes 

York Flagon 

Several Loving cups 

Magnificent Candlesticks 

At least 6 enamel bossed James II dishes  
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A Wonderful Banqueting Cup 

Alfred B Yeates was lucky enough to find Neate had another 1603 Loving Cup and perhaps as many 

Commemorative Chargers as he needed! 

To the V&A (via Yeates) – a Commemorative Charger (with a touch seen on other charges dated 

between 1655 - 1677) – accepted by the V & A as a fake and in the Anthony North Book as such. 

 
 

 

 

To  Alfred Yeates 

A large two handled loving cup (dated 1603) front illustration of the Neate Touchplate booklet 

 
 

It is accepted that Neate supplied The Fire of London Commemorative Charger that today is found in 

The Burrell Collection – more of that in a moment - 
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How then was Richard Neate a Gas Clerk, a serviceman in wartime, not actually 

in business, other than perhaps part time from home, until he was 38 able to 

find - or more likely make - such wonderful pieces? We should remember that 

in those days working hours were longer, Saturday working usual, holidays far 

shorter, no benefits for ordinary working people. There are no indications that 

he was other than self taught in his own time at any Pewterwork.  

Richard Mundey provides an answer so unusual it might just be true! At Stirling amongst the Neish 

papers, presumably sent there from Harvard House  - are several long typed versions of RM’s career, 

some with sections missing, and in one of these he writes– 
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In drink did Edward add these interesting artistic creations to the Fire Plate – 

????? – looking at these following illustrations – do you think anyone was taking the mickey out of 

prospective collectors – images from the FIRE PLATE – top left hairy chested late teenage cherub, 

top right distinctly male and female winged naked cherub blacksmiths,  bottom left the fellow with 

the scythe looks as though he should be worried and a very odd leg poking out of his cloud, bottom 

right the early twenties adult cherub looks – well how would you say he looks?  
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This is the mark photographed on the back of The Fire Plate – 

 
 

In Autumn of 2006 Martin Roberts identified in the PS Journal this mark as being the ownership 

mark of St John’s College Cambridge – it was most often used by Richard Boyden 1670-1700 

Pewterer to the University - who had his own marks besides and very distinctive they are.  

The Portcullis is the medieval badge of the Beaufort family - Lady Margaret Beaufort mother of 

Henry Vll founded St John's and Christs College at Cambridge and thanks to UK Pewter Society 

President Tony Chapman, for this part photo of it on the walls today - (the Wisteria is also 

wonderful) 

The top photo shows the Portcullis at the Christ Church gateway to Canterbury Cathedral as 

photographed in Sept 2011. 
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The University would never have decorative pewter wall hangings, plates were utilitarian pieces 

usually stacked in the kitchens. 

 So Richard Neate got hold of at least one of those and likely more – and one of them became the 

Fire Plate. 

Another of them turns up in a private collection in the USA – and Richard Mundey write that he 

showeds printed copies of this ‘Zerox’ photocopy - to the late Ron Homer and of course to Alex 

Neish – it appears it is likely still there in a unknown private collection in the USA – 
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note - the sun - the acorns - the roses/flowers.......all the style of one artist 

Interesting is what RM writes on December 4th 1989 to Alex Neish to say – 

He worried about the very broad rim of this piece. 

He did not know the mark but claimed to have searched in various public buildings to try and find it. 

He did not think the plate could be purchased but would find out next year (1990 – unfortunately he 

died) 

The impression left is that this is likely genuine. 

The mark to the back is the same as that on the back of the acknowledged fake The Fire Plate at 

the Burrell. (Be clear – the plate is likely of the right age – the unlikely engraving is perhaps 20th 

century – perhaps “Edward’s” 

............................................................................................................................................................ 

Then at the Burrell was the Commemorative Charger – the marks again look genuine, they are on 

the Pewter Society database with no mention of fake against them, they are unknown and they 

feature on other commemorative plates. 

An expert on late medieval and early renaissance design (albeit of carving, furniture, but also of 

design) was asked for his opinion of the design work – this is what he said – 

the initial impression I had when I opened it up onto the screen was that it looked "wrong". 

In particular, the poor quality of the outer frieze of trailing oak leaves and acorns is 

incredibly badly done to my eye. 

Secondly the number of mottos, in addition to the "on y soit qui mal y pense" again just seems 

unlikely for the quality of design that one would expect for such a piece. Thirdly, there is in 

my opinion overkill from a design perspective in the way that the Thistle and (?) Ball Flower 

intrude on the legs/feet of the Lion and the Unicorn.  
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To sum up, it looks as though they have thrown the kitchen sink into the overall design plan 

making it into what I call a "Victorian mish-mash",. I have seen late carved efforts on 

furniture of like disastrous design results, whereas if it was period I would have expected a 

much more refined quality of decoration and a considerably more considered "less is more" 

use of motifs etc in the overall composition....... How many of these? 

 

The Dates Used on these Plates 

- and what about the doubtful history used - mostly 1662? but why? - 

read about this marriage - only the journey from Hampton Court 

back to London by barge was celebrated - no fairy tale royal wedding 

this one. – read - A Gambling Man by Jenny Uglow) 

(Charles took a week to meet his bride after her arrival as he was occupied with his mistress, mother 

of a son, he installed his mistress as a maid to the bedchamber within the month and was living with 

her, the wedding was celebrated quietly...twice…...bride as a strict catholic refused to speak during 

protestant ceremony) 

Although there might be an opinion held that all Commemorative Chargers are 

at the least - suspect – however we are told that several are ‘right’.  

Two of these were those ‘thought right’ were in the David Little sale (Christies 

2007 May) so we might look at those although we do not  have permission to 

show illustrations of them here.. 

 

The first has decoration which is interesting and unusual and a date which is 

even more so – 1671 

Jenny Uglow in her book says little or nothing about 1671 other than that 

Charles ll on parting for perhaps the last time from a visit by his sister Mimette 

at Dover (she lived in France) when  she asked if she could leave him with any 

gift as they might never meet again – he then chose his sister’s French Breton 

maid of honour – Louise de Keroualle as his mistress  - which Louise duly 

became in late 1671. 

Otherwise the year was only notable (according to Wikipedia) for an event on 

the 9th May –  
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Thomas Blood disguised as a clergyman, attempts to steal the crown jewels 

from the Tower of London. He is immediately caught because he is too drunk 

to run with the loot. He would later be condemned to death and then 

mysteriously pardoned and exiled by King Charles ll 

So a reasonable person might well wonder what this plate commemorated! 

Although there is humour in recalling the events of 1671 there is a view that 

this plate is ‘right’. 

The plate’s design is far more restrained and the date is said to have been 

likely to be a personal date understood by the unknown original owners. For 

those reasons, and expert views of the aging this plate is considered right. 

The second  Commemorative plate made £54000 at the Little sale at Christies 

in May 2007 – so as it was bid up to that some are certain that was right - it 

commemorates a wedding few could see and less celebrated. The mark on it is 

a I…* over a portcullis – and this writer has not seen this mark or photos of it. 

There is an assurance that it is different to the mark on the Fire Plate. 

The idea that Cambridge Colleges hung decorated pewter plates on their walls 

-  is most unlikely– they were to be stacked in the kitchen for use!. The idea 

that a newly established pewterer starts off by making these is certainly 

different! 

It is very easy to assume that after some faked  Commemorative Plates are 

found that all must be plate. There are collectors of long standing and experts 

on the subject of Old Pewter who have dissenting views on this issue.  

Whilst the subject is fascinating certainly this website has insufficient 

knowledge to write that a plate is in any way wrong and insufficient knowledge 

to declare it is absolutely right.  

So presumably those with the money to buy them have thoroughly done their 

due diligence and are totally convinced that theirs is ‘right’. 

A niggling doubt however must come to mind when considering that the well 

known and successful dealer Richard Mundey who explains how Richard Neate 

could produce these ‘masterpieces’ appears to have to have NEVER owned one 
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for himself, buying as far as can be told solely for others, and at death did not 

have any such piece in his own collection. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

An interesting after thought though certainly just speculation is if the Fire Plate 

at the Burrell was ‘Edward’s’ final creative effort for Richard Neate 

The following comments have been recorded – 

“…Touch unrecorded – rubbing enclosed. His letters “I.C. or I.G. with portcullis and ‘London’ . 
Hallmarks effaced except for the portcullis (twice), by engraving. They are right across C2’s 
wig and sceptre. Discovered by Neate and offered to London Museum who could not afford 
it; so bought by Sir William Burrell and put on loan there”.  
 
As apparently Sutherland Graeme decries this charger in his 1942 article. The comments 
above appear to date from before that time (presumably this is the piece others have 
assumed was during the 1930's though would obviously have to be post 1935). 

The 'Fire of London Charger' (Registration number 34.8) was purchased for £52.10s on 5 
December 1935. We do not know from whom it was purchased, but we have on record that 
Sir William lent it to the London Museum two days after he paid for it (i.e. 7 December 1935).  

Thus Richard Neate had had some difficulties with the plate prior to selling it to Sir William 
Burrell in December 1935. 

We know from advertising that he has let part of his shop for the sale of Knitting Wool in 
1936. We know from Richard Mundey that certainly not long after Richard Neate was said 
only to be doing repairs for him and others. We know that no advertising or trading 
information is anywhere to be found after 1939. We know he retired in 1944 and died leaving 
not a lot of money in 1953. 

So was “Edward’s” Fire Commemorative Plate the final straw that brought him to reduced 
circumstances? 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

Certainly Artworks of interiors from the 17th or 18th century are unknown to 

this website to show the decorative use of pewter Commemorative Plates, --  

this website knows of no such plates in silver -- certainly they first appeared or 

are mentioned in the middle to late 1800s when the practice of adding 

decoration especially to old furniture by the bored wealthy was 

commonplace,-- the history relating to appropriate dating is often at the least 

suspect,-- stylistically MANY are often suspect, --the aging on some is curious. 
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However if you say some others are 'right' then perhaps you would let this 

website know which are right?  

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

The ISHER BEQUEST at the Cheltenham Museum has an article written by Jan 

Gadd  

Concerning this Commemorative Charger dated 1660 

 

 

Jan Gadd details how the Isher Commemorative is in Jan’s view a complete 

fabricated fake. ie made new and aged in the 1920s by Richard Neate.  

Jan Gadd relates how the mark was made to look old, how the plate might be 

aged, and comments on the design work of this plate dated as 1660! 

(The Pubications officer for the Pewter Society says that the Society has copies 

of this Isher booklet left at a price of £3 – reduced from £6 – email – 

publications@pewtersociety.org) (correct title being – PEWTER by Jan Gadd – 

The A. T. Isher Pewter Bequest at Cheltenham Art Gallery & Museum) 

Jan Gadd is a prolific writer, a recognised authority and thinker on Old Pewter 

matters having collected for over 30 years.  

mailto:publications@pewtersociety.org)%20(correct
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This website writer has not seen all of the Commemorative Plates – nor does 

this website yet have any fixed opinions that would help with the certainty of 

safety for any collector considering these greatly valued pieces. 

It is noticeable that some Old Pewter experts who really do know their metal –

can be far less convincing on matters of design. Old Staffordshire Pottery 

shows us ‘naïve’ Royal ‘art’, - ‘old’ brown carved furniture shows us what the 

Victorians and their successors were capable of. 

There is a Commemorative plate in the Ashmolean at Oxford dated 1651 which 

we do not have permission to show and which is fully decorated and only 10” 

approx. diameter showing Charles ll on horseback before the battle of 

Worcester.  

It has angels’ faces and wings all around the rim, the small shields of various 

families beneath them, the figure of Charles and the motto -"Where grace and 

virtue lies, true love never dies". – this motto appears in slightly different form 

on the accepted V&A fake (no 294) and the figure of mounted monarch also 

appears on known faked lidded tankards. It is unknown as to what mark is on 

the back of the Ashmolean plate.  

One collector who knows of it recalls it years ago as being screwed to the wall 

through the rim and about 7-8ft above floor level so it could hardly be seen! 

Importantly this plate was given to the Ashmolean in or before 1836 which 

predates it to before first sightings recorded of other Commemorative plates. 

The style is more restrained and it does look ‘right’. 

 

Now we move on to what started this train of thought........ 

........................................................................................................ 
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Why Richard Neate? – note that mark number 87 on the plate is a NR  (with the N reversed) - 

 (has anyone seen this connected to Weygang in the  last quarter of the 19th century - a German 

maker of “genuine” antiques!?) 

And the AW following is one of the 130+ marks that is found on a fake piece Neate sold to Navarro - 

so was this piece – a Commemorative Plate - entirely made and then aged? 

There will be more about some of these other marks later in this article. 

So only a few of the 130+ marks can possibly be seen as used by Neate  and there is absolutely no 

standard of proof that this touchplate had anything whatsoever to do with Richard Neate.  

Would anyone wish to tell this website that this is wrong? 

A long time collector asked about the Neate Touchplate says when asked about the marks –  

As far as the Neate plate is concerned things have turned up from time to time but I have not kept 
records. Obvious examples are haystack measures with the Birmingham reproduction marks (first 
marks on the plate) and pap boats with "DENT" and a date mark. (I) may remember others in due 
course 

 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

One or two of the other simple marks are found on the usual NR pieces – but have they anything to 

do with either Neate or this touch plate. 

The usual NR pieces are somewhat typified by these pieces  – 
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Could these have been made in Birmingham by anyone of several firms??!! 

The usually found marks as shown on the types of pieces shown above are  - 

 
 

The comparative to the regularly found marks as seen on the touchplate are - 
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Now if Neate were going to use a griffin - it is claimed he already has this rather poorer one on the 

touchplate, - as with the cockerell, (as with Britannia seen on others) 

So the marks used on this piece are not those attributed to Richard Neate. 

Here follows another ‘faked’ piece with marks found on the alleged ‘Richard Neate’ touchplate. 

Problems with this piece are – 

1) The patination suggests acid aging and that the piece is no earlier than the middle 1900s. 

2)  Who placed the marks on the rim placed them evenly around as no one familiar with 

Pewter verifications would do. 

3) The marks and style of mug are incompatible. 

 

The above Quart (belonging to retired Dr Hillary Bagshaw – and bought as a known fake) then could 

not be reasonably attributed to Richard Neate then if so who used these marks to fake this piece? 

Certainly Neate was retired or dead before this was faked? 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

It has been suggested that it was known that the NR marks are not Richard Neate’s marks, but those 

of the firm trading as  - 

Robert Normansell 
of Exeter Street, Birmingham, 1. Telephone: Birmingham, Midland 1754 

 1947 Listed Exhibitor - British Industries Fair. Manufacturers of "Norseman" Reproduction 
Brassware, Souvenir Articles, Toasting Forks, Knockers, Bells, Trays, Hearth Furniture, Helmets, Log 
Boxes, Companion Sets, Trivets, Plaques, Trays, Mirrors, Candlesticks, Jugs, Reproductions in 
Electro-Plate and Pewter. (Olympia, 1st Floor, Stand No. G.2005) [1] 

http://www.gracesguide.co.uk/wiki/Robert_Normansell#_note-0
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 Normansell R. Ltd Art Metal and at the same address/same telephone number from 1920 

through to at least 1940 - entries in the middle to late 30's also list as 'Hearth Furniture'. 

  

  Norseman Reproductions  -  is Robert Normansell Ltd  - no marks are listed for him  

  ROBERT NORMANSELL LTD -  MADE REPRODUCTION PEWTERLike Pearson 

Page and Jewsbury 

 

 

The company of Robert Normansell which became Robert Normansell Ltd - 

Robert Normansell himself got out of the business in 1914 and it was taken over by 

the man who had been a Manager for him in 1901 and 1911 (partnership must have 

been created after 1911 ) as you can see from the following from The London 

Gazette : 

NOTICE is hereby given, that the Partnership heretofore subsisting between us, 

the undersigned,Robert Normansell and William Douglas Thomson, carrying on 

business as Metal Workers, at Exeter-street, Birmingham, in the county of 

Warwick,under the style or firm of ROBERT NORMANSELL.was dissolved as and 

from the 2nd day of March,1914, by mutual consent. The said William 

DouglasThomson will carry on the said business under the style or firm of "Robert 

Normansell." All debts due to and owing by the said late firm will be received and 

paid by the said William Douglas Thomson. 

William D. Thomson died in 1936 and one of his sons was still involved in the 

company in 1939 (he died 1956) , possibly one of the other sons was still involved 

up to the end of the company (this son died in 1978). 

This is still supposition as no marks can be found anywhere in Birmingham 

libraries and no advertising or catalogues, until recently had been found. At the 

time of updating the website the matter cannot be proved. 

But there exists one known Norseman/Normansell Catalogue which includes the 

following page – this website hopes to secure further information from the 

catalogue. 
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But how many with initials comprising N and R made reproduction pewter? 
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PREVIOUSLY this website had thought that Neate was a messer - a bodger 

....little realising what the Fitzwilliam, the V&A, then the Smith Stirling and the 

Burrell could show of his efforts, which continue to cause confusion so many 

years later. 

Have  we all not got a responsibility to protect future and present collectors from buying deliberately 

faked pieces?  

Others know far more about this. And this website had been declined access to some of that private 

information - but nothing published anywhere in public (other than small articles about individual 

pieces difficult to put together) reflects what is now known or thought about. 

A puzzle then to this website – but we will find out more.! 

Let us finish this article with a mention one whom we might call - one of the supporting cast of 

characters -  
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This referred to V&A item 66 as in Anthony North’s book – 
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Let us be clear Cunningham was a liar and a fantasist. 

But why pick on this obscure old pewter item for his fantasy? 

Yes he might have been 14 but then ordinary non-academic folk left school at 14 up to 1944 so born 

in 1912 then in 1926 he was 14. 

The place of work he details would have to be within reasonable walk from his then home. 

Further read somewhere (V&A??) which the source cannot now be found (help! anyone?) 

'It was said Neate had it as a plain plate of the right age decorated for him in the 

1920s at a small workshop in St Martins Lane'  

So was there someone there? More likely it was an area for many of them…. perhaps? 

Well thanks to Christine Ellis of Sydney Australia who tells us – 

Captain Cunningham appears to have been a bit of a showman. He was born in October 1912 and 

died in August 1974 and was married five times, stating that he paid the earlier four no money 

because his Solicitor was an ex RC Priest who married a Nun and specialised in Divorce. His fifth 

wife whom he married at the age of 48 was only seventeen. I have found several articles from 

1949 to his death and some of the comments include 'wears a light-grey suit when everything 

intimates that he should be dressed in knee length breeches, ruffed shirt and velvet topcoat" ; and 
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another " mentions in passing that he has been in the business for 237 years" (the business of 

selling oysters) and yet another "to add that he knew 'all about smoking, curing, filleting and 

cooking fish and had gone over 40 feet waves and come down the other side'. Apparently 

unharmed; presumably in a boat". 

He had opened an Oyster Bar by 1945. There are (boxing) fights with such as the 

Duke of Marlborough at an exclusive Mayfair club in 1949 ; a couple of 

robberies, about one in 1951 he stated that he had been a boxer at school and 

had just been in the south of France swimming three or four miles a day with a 

named Australian swimming champion; Third wife goes to jail for contempt 

during their divorce proceedings in a Rolls Royce; and who it is stated in 1971 

'came from good fish stock... fishing or selling fish since 1723, served a long 

apprenticeship in the trade before opening his first luxury oyster bar just after 

the war.... He even lays claim to be one of the team that first devised fish fingers 

("for the Poor law families") in the thirties'. 

He says he made the tankard in 1929 which as he accurately states was when he was seventeen, 

although it is in the North book about it being on display in 1927 so it was obviously made prior to 

that.  

So can we assume that when he says 'turning out reproductions' he actually means 

engraving/aging 'bought in' plain items. 

(Circumstantial Piffle - I hear someone say - and it might be.......) 

It is unlikely that he was solely responsible for the production of any items when even if 

apprenticed as an engraver, he would at the maximum have only been a year into his 

apprenticeship so perhaps he just put on the aging features after someone else did the engravings. 

Wonder what the fake rose bowl looks like.  

Of course we have no way of knowing if the 'opposite St Martins Theatre' is a slip of the tongue or 

a sentence mis-interpreted by the Daily Mail reporter. An error somewhere along the line does 

appear likely as mentioned before because West Street where St Martins Theatre is located has no 

engravers listed there at that period of time.  

Whereas what is apparently attributed to Richard Neate that he had the Alfred Yeates dish 

engraved in St Martins Lane does appear a possibility. 

After receiving this query but obviously not having a name Christine Ellis  searched for Engravers 

and related job descriptions until she found entries for an address for the only Engraver in St 

Martins Lane which is about opposite the Adephi theatre.  

The Engraver is William Borwick who worked from 42 St Martins Lane in 1921, having taken over 

the business after his Father died in 1910. 
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 (Williams' Father had moved his business to St Martins Lane between 1895 and 1901). he did 

advertise within the latest available a 1921 Directory entry as an Engraver at 42 

St Martins Lane.  

Sometime between 1921 and 1927 William Jnr. moved the business to High Street Battersea and 

worked there until 1938 when he probably retired as he was then aged about 69 and he died in 

1955.  

A complete coincidence then that this man retires about when Neate stops advertising and no 

further business activities of his can be traced.  

Likely just that – a coincidence! 

 

 

.................................................................................................................................................................. 


